
 



 

 



Welcome to 2022! 
This year is the 100th anniversary of one of the most 
influential films of all time.. NOSFERATU! Celebrate! 
ValleyCon is all in good fun... but there are rules... which 
you should pay close attention to. BADGES MUST be 
worn at all times.  We will eject anyone who cannot 
show they belong here. Party rooms are now 3 large 
spaces: Main Room (Sterling) and Panel 1 (Prairie) and 
Panel 2 (Director’s) but there IS one room right near the 
convention area: MARSCON! Due to hotel rules , keep it 
quiet and knock politely (it will be marked with a sign). 
Otherwise, all party activities will be in the convention 
area! We will be checking badges and wristbands carefully 
so ALWAYS HAVE IT ON! There is a bar right outside of Sterling at night but that said here are the reminders…  
21 is the legal drinking age. 
Anyone exhibiting overly aggressive behavior will not be tolerated.   
Be respectful of everyone and remember that COSTUMES DO NOT EQUAL CONSENT! If you wish to take a photo, be in the 
pic, etc.. BE RESPECTFUL and ask first please. ANY boorish behavior and you will be ejected (at the very least).  
Our edict is that ValleyCon is an ESCAPE from the crap of every day so POLITICS, RELIGION, ETC. are to be avoided and any 
altercations arising will be dealt with immediately with actual, LEGAL consequences. JUST COOL IT and have fun… everyone is 
here for fun.. that said, let’s have fun! 
Get some rest, eat something, shower, use deodorant (how unsavory to even have to mention it..) and BE POLITE! 
No smoking ANYWHERE and at LEAST 50 feet from the doors outside. 
No photography without permission & ask permission for video/audio, etc. with any guest. If they did not give you consent, you 
DON’T HAVE IT! 
Special rules apply to weapons for costumes, etc… follow them or items will be confiscated and authorities will be called. 
Decisions of those running the event are final and carry the weight of the hotel and law enforcement behind it.  Yes, for all 
purposes, they do “own” the place while they are here.  

Enjoy the events and if you have any questions, ask the Chairman! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Standard Announcements of issues, rules, etc. we are legally obligated to make-and you to accept or leave the premises (as we won’t 
allow you to stay and yes, we have every legal right to do so!).  Cheers! 

DRINKING: 21 is the legal drinking age.  The bar is the hotel’s and they will do so VIGOROUSLY.  Even if you look like you’re 95, a PHOTO I.D. IS 
REQUIRED.  ValleyCon will not tolerate underage drinking and anyone caught doing so will have his or her memberships revoked and criminal 
prosecution may occur. 
SMOKING: According to State Law, virtually ALL areas are public areas and are NON-SMOKING and are marked as such.  There is ABSOLUTELY 
NO SMOKING IN ANY FESTIVAL PANELS, ART SHOW, MERCHANTS ROOM, GAMING, OR OTHER DESIGNATED AREA.  Smoking is allowed ONLY in 
designated private rooms or at least 20 feet away from the outside entrance. 
LOST OR STOLEN ITEMS: ValleyCon is NOT responsible for stolen, lost or misplaced items.  Please take care of your belongings.  In the event of something 
going missing, check with the hotel front desk or at the ValleyCon registration table.  *Note-we do cooperate fully with the Fargo-Moorhead Police Dept. 
WEAPONS POLICY – BASICALLY, DON’T BE STUPID! NO BRANDISHING, WAVING, ETC. ANYWHERE!!! 
Antique Firearms – ANY REAL GUNS – Are not allowed (only exception: Law enforcement/military with proper ID/notification to chairman). 
Firearm replicas (toy guns) – Are not allowed (except completely peace-bonded and approved per person) 
Pikes and Halberds- Are not allowed  
Swords, Knives, Dirks & Daggers – Must be completely sheathed and peace-tied. 
Axes, Claymores & Maces(includes all clubs/bats/etc.) – Are strongly discouraged but if you insist Axes must be sheathed and peace-tied. Claymores and Maces 
must be peace-tied to your person (strapped to your back, tied to your belt, etc.). All else peace tied. 
Bow & Arrows – Arrows are not to be drawn at any time. Bows must be un-strung and arrows tied in to the quiver. 
Walking sticks/Quarterstaffs – Are allowed with extreme care.        Any other variation of weapons with distinction to be made by ValleyCon ONLY! 
Sheath: a protective covering, usually of thick leather that protects the edge of the blade, the wearer and anyone near them from damage. The sheath must 
cover the entire blade, not just the tip. 
Peace-tied: the method of securing a weapon to the sheath, belt or body of the wearer. If the weapon is not peace-tied upon arrival at the festival front gate a 
worker must peace tie it for you. 

No drawing of any weapon at any time (only exception-prior permission during Masquerade presentation or display). 
If a weapon is drawn, the patron is subject to loss of weapon, removal from ValleyCon and/or prosecution by authorities. 

All patrons must be at least 18 years old to carry a weapon on site. 
 This policy applies to anyone carrying a weapon in with him or her or purchasing a weapon while at ValleyCon. 

If you purchase a weapon/replica please STORE IT AWAY! 



 



 



 

Joe Bob Briggs is the world’s foremost drive-in movie critic. His wisecracking take on B-movies was 
featured on two long-running late-night television shows, first on The Movie Channel and then on 
TNT. That tradition continues with his latest series, The Last Drive-In, currently featured on AMC's 
Shudder streaming platform. 
 

Briggs is also a successful investigative journalist, actor, and author. His nine books include Joe Bob 
Goes to the Drive-In (1987) and Profoundly Disturbing: Shocking Movies that Changed History 
(2003). 
 

He has appeared in several movies, including Casino, Face/Off, and Great Balls of Fire, and 
continues to be a regular host and Master of Ceremonies at film festivals and conventions. Joe Bob 
is currently touring with his critically acclaimed "How Rednecks Saved Hollywood," a one-man 
comedy show that traces the entire history of the redneck, as told through movies, from 16th-century 
Scotland to the present. Reviewers have described the show as, "Part history lesson, part clip show, 
and all entertaining, Joe Bob's How Rednecks Saved Hollywood is the man wholly in his element: 
hilarious, insightful, and courageously plain spoken" (TenneseeHorror.com) and "...a rollicking yet 
well-researched history of the origin of  rednecks and our culture's love-hate affair with them" (Queen 
City Nerve). 
 

Briggs hosted Joe Bob’s Drive-In Theater for eleven years on The Movie Channel and MonsterVision 
for five years on TNT. During the course of his hosting career, he has executive-produced 20,000 
hours of television and become the leading authority on exploitation and genre films. In 2018, The 
Last Drive-In with Joe Bob Briggs broke the Internet and is now in its 5th season on Shudder. John 
Waters said of Joe Bob, "[He] is the Henri Langlois of exploitation films. He’s already a cinema saint, 
and if I were you, I’d pray for his guidance.” 



 

Diana Prince (Darcy the Mail Girl) was born in Charleston, SC, of mixed 
Irish, German and Cherokee descent. An avid fan of comic books and 
video games, she has been featured as an on-line personality for 
various pop culture websites, which included hosting the daily program 
"Geek Rawk" for Music Plus TV. Diana has also made occasional 
forays into the mainstream with small roles on two episodes of the hit 
cable TV series Entourage (2004) and bigger roles in several direct-to-
DVD films. She has also appeared on numerous reality shows, 
including "Playboy's Foursome" and Blind Date Uncensored (2002). 
 

She resides in Los Angeles, California, and is the mother of an autistic 
son. Diana is an advocate for free speech and anti-censorship, she 
hosted the webcast "Geek Rawk" topless to help demonstrate her belief 
that female nudity should be a non-issue.  
 

Diana/Darcy was very involved in getting Joe Bob Briggs to return to 
hosting films on tv with the Last Drive-In. She took the role of “Mail Girl” 
based on the same role other Mail Girls had had during Joe Bob’s 
Monstervision on TNT days. The Last Drive-In is entering its’ 5th season 
with upcoming Halloween special (and hopefully Christmas again!) 
before the new season next spring. Diana/Darcy is very active with 
social media and you can find her on Twitter @kinky_horror and on 
Instagram and Facebook as Darcy the Mail Girl AKA Diana Prince Fan 
Club. Diana is VERY knowledgeable about horror and cult films! 



 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sports cards, Magic the Gathering, Pokemon, 
Yugioh, Supplies & much more! 

 

LOWER LEVEL WEST ACRES 
www.jwwsportscardsgaming.com 



 



 



 



 



ValleyCon Parties! 
 
 

ALMOST ALL PARTIES are now in the event areas! Sterling is the Main Room and DANCE 
time will occur here! PRAIRIE and DIRECTORS  are laid-back areas for those not wanting the louder music! 
The halls are also congregating areas! Bar is outside of STERLING and remember… NO OUTSIDE FOOD OR 
BEVERAGES ARE ALLOWED IN THE CONVENTION AREAS! Have fun!! 
 
Marscon 2023:  Visit our cousins from the Deep South (Minneapolis) and check out MarsCon 2022! 
They have the ONLY hotel room party as it’s a QUIET room (first room across the hall from Convention 
area, marked with a sign.. KNOCK lightly to get in!) 
 

gaming 
 

Our complete GAMING Schedule will be available at 
Registration and posted around ValleyCon, especially at the 

Gaming Rooms! Gaming rooms are in MEZZANINE upstairs 
right near the front desk! You MUST show badge for entry! 

Gaming of all kids available and sponsored by: 
 

 
 

 
 
 
  



 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

51 Years 

OCT. 15, 2021 



P o h 1 2 3 4 5 0 9 8 6 1 2    FRIDAY     5 6 7 3 2 1 0 9 q w e r t y 
TIME  EVENT                   LOCATION 
3:30pm VALLEYCON 47 OPENS!                 Entire Building! 

Vendors – Artist Alley – Gaming – Prairie Bricks Room OPEN! 
 
 

4:00pm TRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMS                                                Sterling 
 

FFFF SESSION 1                                             Press Room 
Super Z / Survival 
 
 

5:00pm INTRO TO GAMING!                                   Prairie 
Join some of our gaming sponsors for an introduction to all forms of gaming! 
 

BISMAN GUILD SPOTLIGHT                                Directors 
Come join the BisMan Writers Guild as they discuss the benefits of being a member. 

 

6:00pm  FFFF SESSION 2                                Press Room 
In the Shadows / Double Trouble / Bugaloo / Beast / Drifter / Black Dragon / Go With Her / 
Fire-Man’s Fetish 
 

 TRAILERS OF UPCOMING FILMS                                            Prairie 
 

6:30pm OPENING CEREMONY                                    Sterling 
 Join us for the official opening of ValleyCon 47! 
 

7:00pm COSPLAY! With IVY COSPLAY and DARCY the MAIL GIRL!                          Sterling 
 Join our Cosplay Guest of Honor and top Cosplayer Darcy to talk all things COSPLAY! 
 

GASLAMP VS. STEAMPUNK                                Directors 
Join Tina Holland as she discusses the difference between Gaslamp vs. Steampunk. 

 

8:00pm STAR TREK NEWS & VIEWS                       Sterling 
Star Trek is more popular than ever. There are currently five Star Trek series on the air with 
another two in development. Add to that another movie in the works and it's a glorious day 
to be a Trek fan! Join local Starfleet commander Mike Urvand as he goes over the current 
news, speculates on upcoming projects and what it means for the franchise on the Final 
Frontier! 
 

COSPLAY PHOTOGRAPHY WORKSHOP WITH MICHAEL COLON               Prairie 
Join IVY COSPLAY’s Photographer and husband, Michael Colon in a workshop on how to 
create stunning cosplay presentations at a pro level! 
 

GHOST HUNTING 101 WITH ADRIAN LEE                            Directors 
Join author, TV presenter, and founder of The International Paranormal Society, Adrian Lee, 
as he presents the dos and don'ts of being a paranormal investigator based on over twenty-
five years of experience from investigating all over the world. His fun and informative 
presentation includes a live demonstration of the equipment and a question and answer 
session. Adrian Lee has written the books: Mysterious Midwest, Mysterious Minnesota, The 
Ghosts & Hauntings of the US-Dakota War, How to be a Christian Psychic, and Ghosts & 
UFO Connecting Paranormal Phenomena through Quantum Physics 

 
 
 



P o h 1 2 3 4 5 0 9 8 6 1 2  FRIDAY CONTINUES    5 6 7 3 2 1 0 9 q w e r  
FFFF SESSION 3                                      Press Room 
Sands of Time / The Punishment / St. Augustine / Space Monster / Last Orders 

 

9:00pm VENDORS AND GUESTS CLOSE! 
Vendor spaces and Artist Alley close as we reset for evening parties! Prairie Room and 
Directors Room open as “quiet” (no music) rooms and the BAR OPENS!  

 
10:00pm                         Sterling 
  Join our new troupe with favorites returning! 
  Michelle Roller hosts a scintillating and fun  
  Event! There will be our usual $5 cover at the  
  Door with ALL PROCEEDS going to Breast and 
  Prostate Cancer! Remember to bring cash to tip  
  The performers! As always, no photography of 
  ANY kind permitted and good behavior keeps  
  Everyone in a good mood! ENJOY!! 18+ 
 
 
  PARTY AREAS IN OPERATION!           Prairie & Directors 
 

10:00pm FFFF SESSION 4                                      Press Room 
Love Hotel / House of the Unholy / Lips & Tips / Pluto / Stand Atop the Shipwreck 
 
 

*After Burlesque… CANTINA REVISTED              Sterling 
Baby Yoda says groove out! DANCE TIME!! 16+ allowed WITH PARENTAL PERMISSION 
and SPECIAL WRISTBAND! 
 

12:00 Mid. FFFF SESSION 5                                      Press Room 
Blossom and the Decrepit Man / Bug Bites / Caregiver / Cruise / Daydark 

  

2:00am BAR CLOSES 
 
3:00am ALL VALLEYCON AREAS CLOSE!!  
 

P o h 1 2 3 4 5 0 9 8 6 1 2    SATURDAY    5 6 7 3 2 1 0 9 q w e r t y 
10:00am LIGHTSABER ACADEMY                               Sterling 
  Our friends to the north bring their Lightsaber Academy to ValleyCon! 
 
 

  KIDS FFFF SESSION 1                                                Press Room 
Infectious Imagination of Henry Bramble / WUBLO / Solstice / Loneliness / Little Dream 
Robber / Morris Morose / Mom in the Moon / Irish Meadows / Lost and Found / Level One 
/ Paracosm / How to Meet 42nd Sheep / A Girl Like Me / A Gift for All Ages 
 
 
 

TRAILERS of UPCOMING FILMS                           Prairie 
 

 



P o h 1 2 3 4 5 0 9 8 6   SATURDAY CONTINUED    5 6 7 3 2 1 0 9 q  

11:00am IVY COSPLAY!                         Sterling 
Meet our returning Cosplay Guest of Honor and learn how she got involved in cosplay and 
some of her work! 
 

  STARFLEET REGION SIX CONFERENCE                           Directors 
Starfleet, the International Star Trek Fan Association, has been in existence since 1974. The 
upper midwest region of Starfleet, Region Six, has been around nearly as long. Chapters from 
around the region gather every year to discuss their activities, Starfleet, and Star Trek in 
general. If you're curious about this 5000 member strong organization, please join us for a 
lively Trek filled talk. 
 

11:00am Star Wars groups commandeer PRAIRIE ROOM for setup!                Prairie 
    
 

12:00pm STAR WARS DEATH MARCH                            Sterling 
The regional contingents of the 501st Legion and Mandalorian Mercs pay tribute to honor 
our friend who passed this last year (and who was married at ValleyCon just a short time ago) 
Mel Knowles. The March goes thru the event and wraps at the MAIN STAGE in Sterling. 

 

WORKSHOP: BRIAN SANDERSON’S RULES OF MAGIC          Elm 
Join our writers for a lively discussion of author Brian Sanderson’s Rules of Magic and how it 
impacts your work! 

 

FFFF SESSION 6                                      Press Room 
Cookie Crumbles / Spaghetti Face / Sucker / Reuben the Roller Roo / Auger-Hole / Are 
You There / 13 Callaway / Before We Leave / Blot (Blood) / Good For You 

 
 

12:30pm* AFTER STAR WARS MARCH 

  KIDS COSPLAY COSTUME CONTEST!      Prairie 
A special costume event for the younger members of ValleyCon!  Having fun is key and 
prizes for all participating!  Extra credit and main prizes for craftsmanship and originality or 
re-creation!  

 
 

1:00pm GHOSTS AND HAUNTING OF THE MIDWEST            Directors 
Join author and founder of The International Paranormal Society, Adrian Lee, as he presents 
video, audio, and photographic evidence of the ghosts and hauntings he has encountered in 
historical locations throughout the Midwest. His informative and funny talk is packed with 
spine-chilling evidence that may change the skeptic in you. Adrian Lee has written the books: 
Mysterious Midwest, Mysterious Minnesota, The Ghosts & Hauntings of the US-Dakota War, 
How to be a Christian Psychic, and Ghosts & UFO Connecting Paranormal Phenomena 
through Quantum Physics. 

   
 

1:15pm  PHOTO OPS with BILL MOSELEY                      Prairie 
Purchase your photo ops in advance! They will be printed for you to have Bill autograph at 
his table later! 
 



P o h 1 2 3 0 9 8 6 1 2  SATURDAY CONTINUED      6 7 3 2 1 0 9 q e r t 

2:00pm BILL MOSELEY!                         Sterling 
Bill Moseley has a LOT of credits.. not just the horror films he’s best known for! Join Bill for a 
lively look at a fantastic career! 
 

WORKSHOP: FINISHING AND EDITING YOUR MANUSCRIPT                 Directors 
Join Tina Holland as she walks you through tips to finish your manuscript and getting it 
edited. 
 

FFFF SESSION 7                                      Press Room 
Silent River 
 

  PHOTO OPS with ALAINA HUFFMAN          Prairie 
Purchase your photo ops in advance! They will be printed for you to have Alaina autograph! 

 

3:00pm ALAINA HUFFMAN!                            Sterling 
She’s been Black Canary.. with Stargate… gone rounds with the Winchesters… join ALAINA 
HUFFMAN for a look at her varied career! 
 

PHOTO OPS with JOE BOB BRIGGS and DARCY!         Prairie 
Purchase your photo ops in advance! They will be printed for you to have JB and Darcy 
autograph! 
 

3:00pm BIGFOOT in MINNESOTA                Directors 
He doesn’t just sell beef jerky.. he’s been seen in Upper Minnesota often and researcher MIKE 
QUAST is here to present evidence and more! If you cannot make this panel, another will be 
done Sunday! 

 

3:30pm  PHOTO OPS with IVY COSPLAY                    Prairie 
Purchase your photo ops in advance to get them done and back so Ivy can autograph them! 
 

4:00pm JOE BOB BRIGGS and DARCY the MAIL GIRL!                       Sterling 
He’s THE Drive-In critic known the world over and with his new show (in its’ 5th season!) The 
Last Drive-in with his co-host, producer (truly) and Girl Friday, Darcy the Mail Girl! Joe Bob 
can expound at length as Darcy knows well.. so join in to catch up on all things Joe Bob and 
Darcy!  
 

STAR WARS COSPLAY FOR FUN AND CHARITY                 Prairie 
The local Star Wars groups discuss their many charity events and how they got into cosplay 
with the international organization.. and how you can too! 
 

WORKSHOP: CREATE A CHARACTER!                                Directors 
Join Karlene Tura Clark, author, to create a character for your novel. She will take you from a 
blank slate through the development of an appearance profile, personality quirks, and 
behavioral traits, letting you walk out with a "person" ready to write about! 
 

FFFF SESSION 8                                      Press Room 
American Crow / Scent of His Cow 

 

5:00pm STERLING CLOSED FOR BANQUET SETUP  



P o h 1 2 3 0 9 8 6 1 2   SATURDAY CONTINUED     6 7 3 2 1 0 9 q e r t 
 

5:00pm ARTIST ROUNDTABLE: BRAD THINGVOLD!       Prairie 
Join ValleyCon alum and first-time ARTIST GUEST of HONOR Brad Thingvold and maybe 
some fellow artists for a chat about how they got into professional art and how you can as 
well! 

 

WORKSHOP: ANALYZING AND RESEARCHING THE MARKET          Directors 
Join Tina Holland as she talks about how to Analyze and Research the market whether you 
are looking to get Traditionally or Self-published. 

 

6:00pm VENDORS and ARTIST ALLEY CLOSE! RESET for EVENING PARTIES!         
 

FFFF SESSION 9                                      Press Room 
Step By Step / The Gun / One You Cannot Escape / The Repeater / Under the Ice / The Black 
reCAT / All the Music You Need / 665 
 
 

6:30 pm BANQUET! Seating at approx. 6:20; Dinner soon after!                  Sterling 
Excellent food, cash bar and some diverting entertainment during dinner and soon after!  
Limited tickets available so purchase at Registration before they’re gone! 

 
7:00 pm? SPECIAL PRESENTATIONS – AWARDS AND MORE!                Sterling 

All can join in after Banquet!  Be present for some special awards to very deserving 
individuals! 
 

 
 
 
 

7:30-8:15pm RESET STERLING FOR EVENING                             Sterling 
  REOPENING 8:15 approx.! 
 

8:00pm FFFF SESSION 10                                      Press Room 
Las Parcas / Hunger / Sex Change / Shadowban / Echo Pines / Glint / Escalation / Finger 

 

8:30 pm THE COSPLAY COSTUME CONTEST                        Sterling 
SPONSORED BY SPIRIT HALLOWEEN – APPLAUSE –COMIC JUNCTION! 
ValleyCon has over 40 YEARS of costume contests and we welcome all levels of craft… 
awards for originality and re-creation as well as skills and more!  Sign up at registration before 
5pm! Individuals and Groups Welcome! Have Audio? Get it to DJ FLASH before 5pm! 
Max 3 minutes for performance/cosplay skit!  

 

During wait ANDREW HELD CHARITY AUCTION!                      Sterling 
For judges! Bid! Bid! Bid!  It’s all great stuff-much donated BY OUR VENDORS and local businesses and 

the Charity Auction benefits SANFORD CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL as well as our other 
charities with 100% of donations staying LOCAL!  

 *The Auction will PAUSE to announce winners of the COSTUME CONTEST and then 
resume! 

 

7:00pm           Cosplay check-in/Pre-judging                                 Prairie lineup and hall 
  You MUST be here to be in the contest! *Let us know if you are in the banquet! 
 



P o h 1 2 3 0 9 8 6 1 2   SATURDAY CONTINUED     6 7 3 2 1 0 9 q e r t 
9:00pm “Quiet” party areas Open!         Directors and Prairie/Halls 
  The quiet party areas open up and the bar has been open since 6pm! Enjoy 
 

10:00pm FFFF SESSION 11                                      Press Room 
The Creeping / Welcome to Our Home 

 

  *Sterling breather to set up for W&W!                 Sterling 
 

11:00pm WARRIORS & WENCHES!                         Sterling 
The perennial audience favorite has ValleyCon attendees strut their stuff (with caveats to local 
regulations) for cancer! Sign up with Burlesque head Sarah Kobringer or Michelle Roller! A $2 
cover at the door will be collected with ALL proceeds going to our Breast and Prostate cancer 
programs! 18+ 
 

*Right after CANTINA REVISITED                         Sterling 
W&W Baby Yoda/The Child (Grogu for the purists) kicks it up! 16+ with parental permission and 

special wristband! 
 

12:00pm FFFF SESSION 12                                      Press Room 
The Protector 
 

2:00am BAR CLOSES 
 

3:00am ALL VALLEYCON AREAS CLOSE!! 
 

P o h 1 2 3 4 5 0 9 8 6 1 2    SUNDAY    5 6 7 3 2 1 0 9 q w e r t y 
TIME  EVENT                    LOCATION 
10:00am LIGHTSABER ACADEMY                           Sterling 
  Our friends to the north bring their Lightsaber Academy back again! 
 
 

  COSPLAY STUDIO TIME                     Prairie 
  Open studio time to shoot cosplay photos! 
 
 

KIDS FFFF SESSION 2                                   Press Room 
Haunted / Bathroom/ Nightmare / Hunger / WUBLO / Solstice / Infectious Imagination of 
Henry Bramble / Gift For All Ages 

 
 
 

11:00am SPACEFLIGHT TODAY!                           Sterling 
Spaceflight is experiencing a new Golden Age and we're getting to be a part of it! From the 
glorious new pictures from the James Webb Space Telescope to the Artemis program sending 
astronauts back to the Moon, we are finally looking at a future similar to what Science 
Fiction has been promising us for decades. Mike Urvand, engineer and Analog Astronaut, 
breaks down what's going down in government and commercial space programs and what we 
can expect to see in the future! 

 

 
 
 



P o h 1 2 3 4 5 0 9 8 6 1  SUNDAY CONTINUED   5 6 7 3 2 1 0 9 q w e r  
12:00pm FARGO PARANORMAL                  Sterling 
Based out of Fargo ND, this team of dedicated 
paranormal investigators has been visiting 
known and unknown spooky places since 
2007.  Most of the group had their own 
personal unexplained experiences which 
brought them together to form the group.  
Using a variety of tools, they begin working 
with clients to help look for logical and 
scientific proof of the reported paranormal 
activity.  

They have done numerous investigations in the tri-state 
area as well as in the southwest including answering 
confidential client requests, visiting reportedly haunted 
cemeteries, historic buildings including old bordello's, 
hotels, military forts, schools, abandoned towns.  Their 

goal is to document and someday scientifically prove the existence of the paranormal using 
multiple data recording instruments aided by extensive background research. The panel will 
include results from a few of those investigations including photos and video as well as a 
discussion on the equipment the team uses in their research. 
 

FFFF SESSION 13                                          Press Room 
Gone, Fishing / Captain / Ghost Triggers / Siren / Pre-Existing / Doors / Lips & Tips 
 

SUBMITTING YOUR MANUSCRIPT TO TRADITIONAL PUBLISHERS     Prairie 
Tina Holland will cover what Traditional Publishers expect to see when you submit a 
manuscript and how the process works. 
 
 

1:00pm JAMES BOND AT 60                           Sterling 
It’s the longest-running and one of the most influential film series in history… but is he 
coming back? Will he even be a “he”? ValleyCon Chairman (and Bond expert) Tony Tilton 
(and possibly some surprise guests) discuss the Bond franchise.. where it has been and where 
it’s going.. as they said at the end of every film (including the last) JAMES BOND WILL 
RETURN..  
 
 

MOORHEAD FRIENDS WRITING GROUP               Prairie 
  Balancing Life and Your Passion. The Role of Writing Groups in Achieving Your Goals 

 
 



P o h 1 2 3 4 5 0 9 8 6   SUNDAY CONTINUED     7 3 2 1 0 9 q w e r t  
2:00pm BIGFOOT IN MINNESOTA Part II                          Sterling 

Author and Researcher MIKE QUAST discusses cryptids and specifically Sasquatch including 
compelling evidence! 
 

BASICS OF SELF-PUBLISHING         Prairie 
Tina Holland will talk about the recommended basics you need to successfully self-publish a 
book or series. 

 

FFFF SESSION 14                                      Press Room 
Hell on Cotton Hill / Hot Wool / Ringworms / The Wild Huntsman / Step By Step / Fire-
Man’s Fetish / Spaghetti Face / Blot (Blood) / Cookie Crumbles 

 

3:00pm CULT MOVIES YOU SHOULD SEE BEFORE YOU DIE HORRIBLY             Sterling 
Cause you know.. it could happen,,, so make sure to get that bucket list of great cult films 
fulfilled!  

 

4:00pm TALKBACK                                 Sterling 
  Bring your pithy comments, concerns and even praise, to the talkback!! 
 

4:30 pm CLOSED!  SEE YOU DECEMBER 3rd, 2022  for PROFESSOR EUSTACE J. 
McGONIGLE’S TOYS, COLLECTIBLES, CRAFTS & CURIOSITIES EXPOSITION 
(Vendors space on sale in ONE WEEK!) and APRIL 22-23, 2023 for the 

  FARGO POP EXPO/FM Comic-Con 13 WITH ERIK ESTRADA! 
  and then THE FARGO FANTASTIC FILM FESTIVAL 21 with  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 
OCT. 12 – FARGO THEATRE (FFFF 21 Opening Night) 

OCT. 13-15, 2023!  HOLIDAY INN! With ADRIAN PAUL! 
 



 
 



 



 
A Gift For All Ages A brand new “Golden Age of Hollywood” classic film about life, love, and, Christmas!   A 

cheerful stranger invades the home of a frustrated author and his wife. The odd fellow 
heartens a timeless gift for generations. 

 

A Girl Like Me This animated short highlights accomplishments of women in the fields of science, 
engineering, technology, math, the arts, sports and humanitarian work. 

 

Haunted A pair of TV ghost hunters get more than they bargained for when investigating a 
haunted winery. 

 

How to Meet 42nd Sheep The 10 years old village boy, Hakimi’s nightly routine is simple and peaceful;  go to bed 
to count sheep to fall asleep until one night the 42nd sheep won’t jump over the fence 
like the other sheep… 

 

Hunger A child is being tormented by a voracious well demanding food from him. But as he 
proves unable to satisfy its hunger, he drags himself to find another way of feeding it. 

 

Irish Meadows Fanciful frolics ensue when little Louise and her friend Irish Meadows have fun in 
springtime dreams, together. 

 

Level One Three friends get together to play a video game. Each player chooses a character that 
represents their inner-self. Once the game begins, it is almost like they are living 
through their video game counterparts.  

 

Loneliness This is a heartwarming short story of Japanese  puppet and puppeteers.  A Japanese 
puppet woke up. She looked around, she’s alone. She cried lonely. But when she looked 
back ….. 

 

Lost & Found   A naughty suitcase in an airport that wants to be free.  
 

Morris Morose Reporter Scoop O'Day is in need of a good story for "Booooo-Day Magazine".  He 
reaches out to Morris Morose, mostly friends with ghosts. 

 

Nightmare   A man wakes up alone in a movie theatre in this surreal, one-shot horror short. 
 

Paracosm Amber witnesses an uncommon situation: her parents fighting. Afraid, she escapes to 
her own fantasy world, but finds that imagination can be a double-edged sword. 

 

Solstice After being caught a violent storm, Eira enters a new world, a whimsical winter land 
where she meets both inspiring and goofy characters who gift her a magical rose.  

 

The Bathroom   Don't look in the bathroom mirror 
 

The Infectious Imagination  When a stuffy retired Judge is forced to spend time with his ten-year-old Nephew,  
Of Henry Bramble  he learns the significance of losing his imagination, but it is never too late to get it back! 
 

The Little Dream Robber The little Esteban cannot dream anymore, so he decides to steal the other children 
dreams. Sitting on his roof he meets the Moon that helps him find his own dreams back. 

 

The Mom in the Moon  Sweet little rhymed verse about the Mom in the Moon and her Moon Baby. 
 

W.U.B.L.O (Weird Unidentified Baby-Like Organism) Catch that WUBLO!  It’s a race against time as seven kids 
scramble for custody of a mysterious alien creature.  



 
 
Are you there? "Are you there?" is a social critique of a society that rejects and condemns everyone who is 

different from it, ignoring their needs, their presence and their voice.   
13 Callaway Place Barry and Laura drive out to interview a secluded Claire Eastman, survivor of a serial killer 

rampage, for their soon to be best selling book about Final Girls.  
665 Two antagonistic forces fight over a woman's unborn child. On the result depends our salvation. 
All the Music You Need Using his daily run as a way to escape his house for a few precious moments, Joe spots a 

mysterious woman standing out to sea on top of the water. She calls to him. Returning each day 
in the hope of seeing her again, he descends into desperation until the day she appears to him 
once more. 

Auger-Hole  On a yearly ice fishing trip; two men learn a dark secret about their fishing guide and friend. 
Beast A 10-year old girl, witnesses her father’s death as a result of an attack of a wounded beast. The 

girl finds herself one to one with the predator. She knows that people are searching for her, but 
it’s a long way to the signal fires and there is only one bullet in her gun. 

Before We Leave A story about the memory of the dead, life after death and about love after leaving forever.  
Black Dragon Vietnam, 1968. A feared American colonel nicknamed “the Black Dragon” by Vietnamese locals 

must face his inner shadow when his platoon presents him with a captured Vietcong girl who 
harbors some very unusual powers. 

Blossom and the Decrepit Man  Blossom wakes up in the forest tied to a tree, and something is ticking... 
Blót - Torn Between Worlds Because she is being blamed by her father, the young Viking Freydis feels responsible for 

her mother's death and develops a profound psychosis. She then embarks on a journey 
to Hel, the goddess of the dead, in order to revive her mother. 

Bug Bites  Some house guests are a real pain in the ass. 
Bugaloo Theo is on the run from the police while still in handcuffs. He hides out in a nearby mansion with 

the help of Arthur, the supposed owner. Arthur challenges him to a game of Bugaloo and Theo 
realises Arthur has his own problems. 

Captain When a space captain (Carolynn Stouder) damages the navigation system after taking control of 
her ship from her AI companion, C.H.A.R.L.I.E. (Adam Rebora), she must overcome her fears and 
make repairs before it's too late. 

Caregiver A graduate student interviews a young volunteer caregiver for his class project, but something 
isn't quite right. 

Cruise  We’ve all received scam phone calls, but what about the person making the calls?  
DAYDARK  Italian master of horror Sergio Stivaletti presents: DAYDARK - Il Buio del Giorno  Giorgio 

Belmonte is a Sicilian lawyer who lost his son under mysterious circumstances many years ago. 
Now he's an alcoholic, alone, his life is destroyed. At the dawn of a hot summer day, Giorgio is 
contacted by a mysterious man who claims to be the kidnapper of his son.  

DOORS   A woman is terrorized in her home by an unseen force.  
DOUBLE TROUBLE! Two teenagers stay overnight in an arcade and happen upon a spooky, haunted arcade machine. 



Drifter Drifter, a modern astronaut, becomes detached from his space station. While a mysterious 
green liquid keeps him alive, he’s taken into an infinite drift throughout the universe.  

Echo Pines When ten-year-old Olivia goes missing overnight, Detective Fiona Barnes suspects a textbook 
kidnapping. A tip-off takes her deep into the mysterious forests surrounding the town, where 
strange events defy easy explanation.  

Escalation In the Midst of the COVID-19 Pandemic, Chris, a paranoid and self-centered man, is happily 
avoiding all human contact, preferring to escape from reality in whatever's on TV. When a friend 
reaches out to him to confront him about his past promises, Chris has to decide what kind of 
person he is inside, or it may just eat him...alive.   

FINGER A mysterious woman appears at a father's home seeking recompense for a long-buried 
transgression. But she doesn't want money—she wants one of his fingers. 

Fire-Man's Fetish After 50 years in a state penitentiary, a pyromaniac (Danny Trejo) is released back into society, 
and immediately embarks on a raucous arson spree. 

Ghost Trippers When a skeptical motel manager skips the Halloween parties for a quiet night at work, four 
amateur paranormal investigators arrive with a story too bizarre not to believe.  

Glint Thicket On a bike ride to The Glint Thicket, where there are flying orbs, translucent solar plants, and 
glimmering gems — two buds encounter a cryptic, energy-absorbing entity that has inhabited a 
vernal pool.  

Go With Her In a lonely and distant Space station. BAI, a female scientist and other partners spent 5 years 
invented a chip that can convert human emotions into extraordinary physical performances 

Gone, Fishing An outdoorsman is spending a relaxing day at an isolated fishing hole.  
Good For You  A night with the girls gives an abused wife inspiration… 
Hell on Cotton Hill When avid hiker Wesley goes missing up on Cotton Hill, his friends go searching for him at their 

own peril! 
HOT WOOL Impoverished sheep-cocky Tom Collins has vivid reveries of breeding a race horse to win the 

Melbourne Cup. His wife Ngaire is obsessed with meeting The Queen on her latest royal tour. 
When supernatural lightning strikes the last of their flock and begets a golden fleece, the 
enchanted ram becomes the profitable answer to their dreams. Or so it would seem…   

House of the Unholy A blood thirsty Princess hunts down the last of the Indigo Elders for the immortal elixir inside his 
heart that will grant her the power to reign over the Kingdom for an Eternity! 

Hunger A child is being tormented by a voracious well demanding food from him. But as he proves 
unable to satisfy its hunger, he drags himself to find another way of feeding it. 

IN THE SHADOWS Melanie, a newly separated mother, is spending a weekend at her mom’s house with Tom, her 
8-year-old son who is still unaware of the breakup. In the shadows, a creature in search of fresh 
flesh lies waiting for them, studying them and waiting for the right moment to lure them into its 
lair. 

Las Parcas HADES (Santiago Segura) The God of the underworld, sends Las Parcas, ATROPOS (MC Pajares), 
LAQUESIS (Bruna Rubio) and CLOTO (Anaïs Valley) to steal the soul of a MAN (Ricardo Cerezo) 
who is protected by his GUARDIAN ANGEL ( Carlos Cortés). The battle for the soul of an ordinary 
man will cross the limits of our world, and will open the gates of heaven, and hell. 

Last Orders  A pub landlord with a dark past gets an unsettling visit one evening. 
LIPS & TIPS Melanie, a hard working flight attend, arrives late at night at her home airport. She only wants 

to go home and get some sleep. But someone is watching her.  
LOVEHOTEL An affair couple in a love hotel in Japan in 198x. And drawing the activity of the medium who 

came to investigate the ghost appearing in the room. At the same time, it is an educational 
movie to give you a lecture of the Japanese midnight culture.  

PLUTO In a dystopian world, where security is guaranteed by the multinational corporation “Sokolov” 
through a system of subcutaneous drones and microchips known as “Human Security”; Igor is a 
penniless former musician, who with all of himself tries to survive to an existence far too harsh 
with him and chased by a past which continuously comes back to ask for duty. 

Pre-Existing A concerned husband seeks to buy a life insurance policy for his wife but her current condition is 
making it very difficult. 



Reuben the Roller Roo A roller rink employee struggles to balance his love of entertaining children with dealing drugs 
on the side. 

RINGWORMS After discovering her boyfriend’s plan to propose on their weekend vacation, a young girl 
undergoes a crisis of commitment which attracts the attention of a sinister local cult. 

Sex Change  Two dudes with no clue wind up on the other side of the fence. 
Shadowban Late on Halloween night, Fiona is out delivering products from her “side hustle”, but never 

missing an opportunity for content she is live streaming the journey when the sensors on her car 
begin to act strangely. Is it technical issues or something more sinister? 

SILENT RIVER On the road in a desperate attempt to reunite with his estranged wife, Elliot takes respite at a 
desert motel. He encounters Greta, a mysterious woman bearing a striking resemblance to his 
wife. 

Siren Upon the untimely death of their father, two siblings return to their family home and find a 
mysterious young woman living there. 

Space Monster Nico wakes up in a space capsule bound for a distant galaxy. His journey is abruptly interrupted 
by a mysterious vortex.  Nico, between life and death, will do everything to resist the evil entity 
that makes up this vortex 

Spaghetti Face Darren, James and Andrew love telling scary stories, and they have the perfect place to do it: 
their backyard clubhouse. It's all fun and games until the legend of Spaghetti Face turns out to 
be more than just a simple story. 

St. Augustine  Compelled by loneliness, two vampires set out to reclaim the child they gave up for adoption. 
Stand Atop The Shipwreck  Two brothers travel along a stark and at times surreal landscape, hoping to reach their 
and Count The Drowned Sailorsmother before they succumb to a deadly illness.  
Step by Step Now that humanity is in decline, Earth is rebirthing. A life-worn cartographer and a wild young 

woman will have to learn to communicate in this new world. 
Sucker In a twisted story of co-dependence, two sisters are pitted against each other by a giant, 

abhorrent leech creature that uses its mind-controlling influence to puppeteer them from the 
inside out. 

Super Z A zombie family, genetically modified by a mad scientist, gets out from a clandestine laboratory. 
In spite of mercenaries going after them, they’re about to spread chaos. 

SURVIVAL Zak is 18 years old. He loves to relax in the forest by lying on the ground. He loves bike. He loves 
music. He loves Titus, the dealer in his suburb. But above all, Zak loves insects. And when you 
give love, you get it back. 

SWEAT OF HIS COW From the depths of someone's lost VHS tapes is this story of an impossibly gorgeous doctor 
lawyer who runs out of gas next to a barn where an impossibly sweaty man is milking a cow. 

The American Crow When an offbeat war veteran embarks on a weekend "shooting soldiers" hunting trip, he 
discovers that his hosts have their own disorders. 

THE BLACK reCAT A stop motion adaptation of the novel by E. A. Poe 'The Black Cat'. 
The Cookie Crumbles It's cookie season. You can't resist. No one can resist.  
The Creeping Due to a traumatic childhood experience Anna hasn’t returned home for many years. With her 

ailing grandmother, Lucy, suffering with worsening symptoms of dementia, Anna moves home 
to look after her and strange things begin happening. 

THE GUN An uneasy vision of a young man's internal world as the escalating intrusions of an embittered 
older self force him onto a dangerous path. 

The One You cannot Escape from The girl’s  self-loathing provokes obsession and the fear of her outer world. 
However, quite soon she notices a pursuer she cannot escape from. 

The Protector After being released from a correctional facility and moving to a small town, Evelyn struggles 
and searches for meaning that is interrupted by the arrival of a mysterious book about a 
powerful God who brings peace wherever he goes. 

The punishment Iván, an eleven years-old boy, suffers from a very toxic atmosphere at home. The countdown for 
Ivan to get out of that situation has already begun.  

The Repeater A radio repairman hikes up a mountain to fix the repeater tower. A simple task turns into an 
arduous journey when he encounters a string of strange occurrences that forces him to face a 
painful truth in his life.  



The Sands of Time A Time Portal in the Sands Brings a Young Couple Together.  
The Wild Huntsman A young Viking is lured into a deep, dark forest by a mysterious girl who is more than she 

appears to be, and the Wild Huntsman is on her trail. 
Under the Ice After losing his father in an accident, Edur wakes up in the middle of a nightmare. A presence 

will haunt him with his worst memories. 
Welcome to Our Home When Brad brings his liberal girlfriend home to meet his conservative parents, tensions escalate 

and monsters are unleashed. 
 

 

Baby yoda says check out the cantina revisited! 
Friday after burlesque and Saturday after 

Warriors & wenches! 
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